AND MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL,
AN ESSENTIAL AND UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
THAT WILL ENRICH YOUR KNOWLEDGE
ABOUT OUR MAGNIFICENT PLANET EARTH.
Conde Nast Traveler, March 1996
“25 Extraordinary Places Worth That Extra mile”
Are the caboclos and indians 2 different peoples?
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PHONES: 351213240032
FAX: 351213240034
www.ariautowers.com
ariautowers@mail.tlepac.pt

LIVE THIS DREAM,
FEEL THIS EMOTION
“Imagine a hotel built among Amazon treetops:
catwalks 70 feet up leading from a great circular dining
room of polished tropical woods, a bar like an eagle’s nest,
a honeymoon suite built 110 feet up a mahogany tree, and
friendly monkeys, macaws, sloths, and parrots scampering,
fluttering, and dangling all over the place.”
Conde Nast Traveler, March 1996
“25 Extraordinary Places Worth That Extra mile”

The best way to discover and explore the Amazon forest in total freedom,
security and comfort. In 1987, founder Dr. Franciso Ritta had a vision.

THE TREE TOP HOTEL

To ask the primordial inhabitants of the Amazon, the “caboclos” and indi-

If you ever associated an eco-tourism experience with uncomfortable
accommodation, poor service and a slimming diet, you were wrong.

ans, to determine what would be the best architecture, structure

Ariau Amazon Towers Hotel Presents You With:

and design for a hotel in the middle of the rain forest.
From the knowledge the Amazon’s indigenous people acquired over centuries arose
the spectacular Ariau Amazon Towers. It is
not by chance that we link our name to the
planet’s largest tropical rain forest.
Whilst offering an absolutely unique holiday
experience to all our guests, Ariau is also
committed to preserving the environment. The entire
structure of the lodg e complex was built using certified
wood, without damaging the natural habitat of the area.
We also believe in pursuing sustainable tourism, which
guarantees complete harmony between the locals, the
environment and our guests.

PARADISE ON EARTH
Ariau Creek, the beautiful region where we built, is located in front of the
Anavilnhanas Archipelago,a National Park and Ecological Reserve with 380
different islands, making it the largest fresh water archipelago in the world.
Ariau is located 35 miles from Manaus
on the confluence of the Rio Negro River,
a regi on with the greatest
biodiversity on earth.

• A lodge complex built at the level
of the rainforest canopy with over 3
miles of catwalks offers visitors the
chance to live within the fauna and
flora of the Amazon region.
• Secluded and private Tarzan Houses
far from the lodge’s main structures
are family sized or personalized,
and built on top of giant nut trees.
• Swimming pools at canopy level,
where you can relax and enjoy the scenery, experience the birds’
singing, the howler monkey calls and raccoons strolling by.
• 290 apartments, with or without air conditioning
• Full pension schemes offering local dishes which
are a “plat de resistance” like the exotic fish Tucunare
as well as tropical fruits like cupucu,graviola and
mango. International cuisine also available for the
less adventurous.
• Friendly bi-lingual staff who will escort you from
Manaus and attend to all your needs.
• Transportation to Ariau on the hotel’s private
boat (according to your chosen package).
• Daily excursions with specially trained guides to
native villages, on jungle treks, canoeing through
small creeks and through the
flooded forest and night
explorations where you will
find yourself feeling much more
observed than the one doing
the observing.

